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We utilize high-bandwidth phase quadrature homodyne measurement of the light transmitted
through a Fabry-Perot cavity, driven strongly and on resonance, to detect excess phase noise induced
by a single intracavity atom. We analyze the correlation properties and driving-strength dependence
of the atom-induced phase noise to establish that it corresponds to the long-predicted phenomenon
of spontaneous dressed-state polarization. Our experiment thus provides a demonstration of cavity
quantum electrodynamics in the strong driving regime, in which one atom interacts strongly with a
many-photon cavity field to produce novel quantum stochastic behavior.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Pq,42.50.Lc,42.65.Pc,42.79.Ta
Current research in single-atom optical cavity quan-
tum electrodynamics (cavity QED) [1] largely empha-
sizes the input-output properties of strongly coupled sys-
tems [2], from normal-mode splitting [3] to photon block-
ade [4, 5]. While theory has predicted a wide range
of quantum nonlinear-optical phenomena in the strong
driving regime [6], experiments have with few excep-
tions [7, 8, 9, 10] focused on relatively weak driving
conditions with average intracavity photon number . 1.
Here we report the observation of characteristic high-
bandwidth phase noise in the light transmitted through
a resonantly driven Fabry-Perot cavity containing one
strongly coupled atom and 10–100 photons, confirming
long-standing predictions of a phenomenon known as
single-atom phase bistability [11] or spontaneous dressed-
state polarization [12]. Our results extend cavity-QED
studies of quantum stochastic processes beyond the few-
photon regime, open the door to experiments on feedback
control of dressed-state cascades [13], and highlight the
relevance of cavity QED in the development of ultra-low
power nonlinear optical signal processing.
The Jaynes-Cummings model [14], in which a two-level
atom is coupled to a single-mode electromagnetic field,
provides robust intuitions regarding the input-output
behavior of real atom-cavity systems that incorporate
multiple atomic sub-states and are subject to dissipa-
tive processes such as cavity decay and atomic spon-
taneous emission. It is well known that the spectro-
scopic normal-mode splitting of strongly coupled atom-
cavity systems [3, 15] simply reflects the eigenvalues of
the lowest Jaynes-Cummings excited states, with peak
widths determined by the cavity and atomic decay rates.
It is equally true but less appreciated that the Jaynes-
Cummings model provides crucial guidance for under-
standing cavity QED in the strong driving regime, in
which the number of atom-cavity excitations grows ≫ 1
and the model begins to resemble the dressed-state pic-
ture used to analyze radiative processes in free space.
A clear example arises with the phenomenon of spon-
taneous dressed-state polarization as described by Als-
ing and Carmichael [12], in which the highly-excited
Jaynes-Cummings model is seen to ‘factor’ into two
quasi-harmonic ladders of states. The atom-cavity sys-
tem tends to localize transiently on one sub-ladder or
the other, resulting in one of two different phase shifts
of the transmitted light, with stochastic switching be-
tween sub-ladders induced by individual atomic sponta-
neous emission events. We have detected and charac-
terized atom-induced phase fluctuations of this type and
achieve quantitative agreement with predictions based on
an elementary cavity QED model incorporating Jaynes-
Cummings dynamics, dissipation and external driving.
We employ a standard cavity QED apparatus [16] in
which a cloud of laser-cooled 133Cs atoms is dropped
over a high-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (cavity length
l ≈ 72 µm, field decay rate κ/2pi ≈ 8 MHz); the cav-
ity resonance frequency is fixed relative to the atomic
(6S1/2, F = 4) → (6P3/2, F = 5) transition (dipole de-
cay rate γ⊥/2pi ≈ 2.6 MHz) using an auxiliary laser [17].
The cavity transmission is monitored using a laser probe
and balanced homodyne detector. The cloud position
and density can be adjusted so that isolated transits of
individual atoms through the cavity mode volume are ob-
served in the transmission signal. Atoms free-fall through
the cavity but generally are subject to both optical pump-
ing and forces induced by the cavity field. As the cavity
mode forms a standing wave with Gaussian transverse
profile (waist ≈ 28.5 µm), the strength g of the coherent
atom-cavity coupling is a function of the atomic position
(with maximum value ≈ 16 MHz in our setup). We select
transit events in which optical pumping and the atomic
trajectory lead to maximal values of g by initializing the
cavity probe in a detuned configuration that produces
a real-time photocurrent directly related to g. When
a set threshold is reached during a single-atom transit,
the probe frequency and power are quickly shifted to de-
sired values for data acquisition. Using this triggering
scheme we obtain phase-quadrature homodyne data in
which near-maximal atom-cavity coupling strength is ap-
parently maintained for up to ∼ 50 µs, limited by optical
pumping into the dark (6S1/2, F = 3) hyperfine state.
Fig. 1a shows a representative example of the single-
shot photocurrents thus obtained. A distinct transition
in the signal can be seen at time t∗ ∼ 35 µs. The pho-
2FIG. 1: (a) Black solid trace is a photocurrent segment
recorded with input power such that N ≈ 20, filtered to a
bandwidth of 4 MHz. Blue dashed horizontal lines indicate
the standard deviation of the optical shot noise. The atom is
optically pumped to a dark state at time t ∼ 35 µs, resulting
in an abrupt disappearance of the atom-induced excess phase
noise. Units are referred to the phase quadrature amplitude of
the intra-cavity field. (b) Histogram of filtered photocurrent
segments (0.1–8 MHz bandpass) from multiple atom transits;
see text for explanation of the theoretical curve.
tocurrent variance for t > t∗ corresponds to optical shot
noise while for t < t∗ the variance is clearly larger, indi-
cating a significant effect of the atom on light transmitted
through the cavity. We interpret the change as an opti-
cal pumping event in which the atom is transferred to
the dark hyperfine ground state, and have verified that
such events can be suppressed by adding an intracavity
repumping beam. Although the signal-to-noise ratio in
our measurements is limited, a histogram of photocurrent
segments from multiple atom transits (Fig. 1b) reveals a
flat-topped distribution supporting the theoretical expec-
tation of random-telegraph (rather than Gaussian) statis-
tics of the atom-induced phase noise. The smooth curve
is a theoretical prediction produced by fitting the sum of
two Gaussian functions (constrained to have width corre-
sponding to optical shot noise) to histograms generated
via quantum trajectory simulations of our cavity QED
model [18, 19]. In the limit of low sampling noise our
experimental histogram would be expected more clearly
to display such a bimodal distribution, although some
deviations from ideal theory would presumably emerge
FIG. 2: Driving-strength dependence of the splitting (in units
of phase quadrature amplitude of the intra-cavity field) be-
tween the centroids of bi-Gaussian fits to photocurrent his-
tograms as in Fig. 1b. The experimental data (points with
error bars) are directly compared with theoretical predictions
based on quantum trajectory simulations (solid curves) and
the cavity QED Master Equation (see text). Blue points and
curves are computed with data and simulations filtered to
10 MHz; red points and curves reflect filtering at 2 MHz,
which results in a decrease in apparent switching amplitude
since 2 MHz is well below the purported switching frequency.
Black horizontal dotted lines indicate the splitting predicted
by steady-state solution of the Master Equation for large N .
because of residual atomic motion and optical pumping
among Zeeman sub-states.
In Fig. 2 we summarize a comparison of experimental
and theoretical photocurrent histograms, such as the one
depicted in Fig. 1b, across a range of probe powers. The
probe power is conventionally parametrized by the mean
intracavity photon number N that would be produced in
an empty cavity; note that for N & 5 the mean intra-
cavity photon number produced with a strongly coupled
atom is ∼ N − 1. We display the best-fit values of the
two Gaussian centroids obtained in fits to data and sim-
ulations; the blue points and theoretical curves are for
the maximal signal bandwidth of 10 MHz while the red
points and curves are computed with signals and simula-
tions filtered to 2 MHz. The horizontal lines indicate the
splitting predicted by steady-state solution of the cavity
QED Master Equation in the asymptotic region of large
N . Our data closely match the predicted sharp onset
of atom-induced phase fluctuations for lower values of N
and also asymptote correctly for high N . That the split-
ting becomes independent ofN for high N is a distinctive
feature of spontaneous dressed-state polarization [12].
In Fig. 3 we display the autocorrelation functions of
experimental photocurrent segments for four character-
istic sets of probe parameters, together with theoreti-
cal predictions. Data points and theoretical curves are
displayed for N = (4, 20, 56) with the atom, cavity and
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FIG. 3: Autocorrelation functions of the photocurrent Y (t)
(units as in Figs. 1, 2) obtained under a range of driving pa-
rameters. Experimental autocorrelations are computed after
ac-filtering the photocurrents (20 kHz cutoff) to suppress ar-
tifacts caused by atomic motion and optical pumping. Points
are experimental data and curves are theoretical predictions
based on the cavity QED Master Equation for four different
parameter sets (see legend and text).
probe frequencies all coincident, and for N = 20 with
the cavity and probe frequencies coincident but 40 MHz
below the atomic resonance frequency. The vertical line
indicates the predicted average period (2/γ⊥) of sponta-
neous phase-switching events. In the resonant cases, the
rapid growth with N of predominantly short-timescale
photocurrent fluctuations agrees with theory and rein-
forces our identification of the atom-induced phase noise
with switching caused by spontaneous emission. The in-
creased correlation timescale for the detuned case follows
from a tendency of the atom-cavity system to favor one of
the sub-ladders discussed by Alsing and Carmichael [12].
We should note that theory predicts identical autocorre-
lation functions for atom-cavity detuning of either posi-
tive or negative sign, but in the experiment setting ∆ < 0
results in a drastic reduction of atom transit signals as
a result of repulsive mechanical forces exerted by the de-
tuned intracavity light.
Although statistical comparisons strongly support the
conclusion that our data reflect atom-induced phase noise
associated with spontaneous dressed-state polarization,
direct visualization of ‘bistable’ switching in our mea-
sured photocurrents is difficult because of the modest ra-
tios g : κ : γ⊥ realized in our experiment. We have been
limited in this regard by the properties of the mirrors we
had available at the time the experiment was assembled
(significant improvements should be possible with com-
mercial mirror technology [19]), and by a pronounced
birefringence of the assembled cavity that forced us to
use linear rather than circular probe polarization [20].
Furthermore our maximum digitization rate in record-
FIG. 4: (a) Theoretical reconstruction (red) produced via pos-
terior decoding [21] of a two-state switching trajectory from a
segment of the experimental homodyne photocurrent (black,
10 MHz bandwidth, N ≈ 37). Note that at time t ∼ 43 µs
the reconstruction algorithm correctly identifies the end of
the atom-induced fluctuations and infers a ‘dark’ signal state
with zero mean and Gaussian shot-noise fluctuations only. (b)
Quantum trajectory simulation of the expected switching be-
havior in a cavity QED system (conditional expectation value
of the phase quadrature amplitude of the intra-cavity field)
using parameter values of the current experiment. (c) Simu-
lated phase-quadrature homodyne photocurrent correspond-
ing to (b), including shot-noise and finite bandwidth as in the
experimental data. Note that the duration of the simulations
in (b) and (c) are ≈ 10 µs.
ing the photocurrent was 2.5 × 107 samples per second,
whereas the switching rate induced by atomic sponta-
neous emission should be γ⊥/2 ≈ 8 MHz. It is never-
theless possible to utilize standard techniques for hidden
Markov models (HMM’s) to attempt to reconstruct two-
state switching trajectories from individual photocurrent
records. In Fig. 4 the red trace shows the result of apply-
ing a standard posterior decoding algorithm [21] to the
photocurrent shown in black, assuming a simple three-
state HMM in which the states corresponds to negative,
positive, and zero values of the conditional expectation
of the intra-cavity phase quadrature amplitude [22]. The
red trace schematically indicates, at each point in time,
which of the three states has highest posterior probabil-
ity. Although we are unable directly to check the accu-
racy of this reconstruction, numerical experiments based
on simulations such as the one shown in Figs. 4b,c predict
an accuracy ∼ 10%.
4The demonstration of spontaneous dressed-state po-
larization constitutes an important step in the study
of nonlinear optical phenomena at ultra-low energy
scales, where quantum fluctuations interact with nonlin-
ear mean-field dynamics to generate complex stochastic
behavior [6]. Single-atom cavity QED provides an impor-
tant setting for such studies, as theoretical models that
accurately capture the behavior of real physical systems
can be formulated with sufficiently low variable count to
enable direct numerical simulations for conceptual anal-
ysis and comparisons with experiment. These models,
which in some cases are amenable to systematic reduc-
tion techniques [23, 24], provide a unique resource for
research in non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechan-
ics and on quantum–classical correspondence in nonlinear
dynamical systems [6].
Cavity QED in the strong driving regime may also be
of interest for exploratory studies in attojoule nonlinear
optics. While the difficulties of all-optical information
processing are well known [25, 26], the prospect of pho-
tonic interconnect layers within microprocessors [27] is
reviving interest in ultra-low energy optical switching.
The characteristic scale of 50 photons corresponds to
an energy ≈ 12 aJ, representing an operating regime
for optical switching that lies significantly below foresee-
able improvements in existing technology but stays above
the single-photon level where propagation losses and sig-
nal regeneration would seem to be dominant engineer-
ing concerns. Ultra-low energy nonlinear optical effects
should be achievable with nanophotonic implementations
of cavity QED [28, 29], providing a potential path toward
large-scale integration. Even with our modest values of g
and κ, the atom-induced phase shift of light transmitted
through the cavity is ±0.15 rad for input power corre-
sponding to N = 20. Each atomic spontaneous emission
event that switches the phase of the transmitted light dis-
sipates a mere 0.23 aJ of energy, while the light transmit-
ted through the cavity during a typical interval between
switching events carries an optical signal energy ≈ 3.3 aJ
at N = 20. Such a 1:10 ratio between the switching en-
ergy and the energy of the controlled signal in nonlinear-
optical phase modulation would be highly desirable for
the implementation of cascadable photonic logic devices,
and is not generally achieved in schemes based on single-
photon saturation effects in cavity QED [30, 31]. While it
is certainly not clear whether the specific phenomenon of
spontaneous dressed-state polarization can be exploited
in the design of practicable switching devices, we hope
that our demonstration will serve to draw some atten-
tion up from the bottom of the Jaynes-Cummings ladder
towards the strong-driving regime of cavity QED.
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